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Abstract. We study the problem of deploying k base stations in a wireless sensor

network such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes

to their designated base stations is minimised. We propose a 2-approximation al-

gorithm for this problem, and prove that a (2− ǫ)-approximation algorithm does

not exist unless P = NP holds. The time complexity of our 2-approximation

algorithm is O(n2 log n), where n is the number of sensor nodes of the wire-

less sensor network. In the special case where k is 1, we propose an O(n2) time

algorithm that is guaranteed to find the optimal location of the base station. Fur-

thermore, we show that our previous heuristic for balancing clusters of sensors

can be modified to significantly improve the performance of our 2-approximation

algorithm.

1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a set of distributed autonomous sensor

nodes communicating with each other via radio signals. All the sensor nodes of a WSN

work cooperatively to monitor physical or environmental conditions such as temper-

ature. The applications of WSNs range from environmental monitoring to industrial

monitoring. In some applications such as border surveillance, bushfire detection and

traffic control, several thousands of sensor nodes might be deployed over the monitored

region. The diameter of the monitored region can be several kilometres.

In wireless sensor networks, most of the energy of a sensor node is consumed by

communications. The communication range of a sensor node is determined by its trans-

mit power. The higher the transmit power, the longer the communication range [1]. In

WSNs, sensor nodes are typically battery-powered. In order to save power, the transmit

power of a sensor node is kept low, leading to a short communication range. As a result,

multi-hop communication between each sensor and its base station is needed in large

scale WSNs. In multi-hop communications, a sensor node may spend most of its energy

on relaying data packets. Hence, it is important to shorten the hop distance between each

source sensor node and its base station. The hop distance can be dramatically reduced

by deploying multiple base stations. In order to deploy multiple base stations, we need

to partition all the sensor nodes into multiple disjoint clusters, and place one base sta-

tion in each cluster. Each sensor node sends its data only to its designated base station.

The location of the base station of each cluster is very important. If a base station is



deployed far from the data sources, many sensor nodes are required to relay data pack-

ets and the energy consumption of those sensor nodes will be significantly increased.

Therefore, it is an important design issue to find the best location of a base station.

In this paper, we study the problem of deploying k base stations in a WSN such that

the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes to their designated base

stations is minimised. This problem is important due to two major reasons. Firstly, in

some time-critical applications of WSNs, the data collected by each sensor node must

be delivered to the base station in a timely manner. The maximum shortest hop distance

from all the sensor nodes to their designated base stations specifies the upper bound on

the latencies of data gathering. As a result, a shorter maximum shortest hop distance

leads to a lower maximum latency of data collection. Secondly, a longer maximum

shortest hop distance leads to higher energy consumption of the data collection. This

problem is similar to the classical k-center problem [16]. In the k-center problem, we

have a set of cities and k warehouses. The objective is to select k cities as the locations

of k warehouses such that the cost of any city to its nearest warehouse is minimised. If

we restrict the locations of base stations to the locations of sensor nodes, the problem

of optimally deploying k base stations such that the maximum shortest hop distance

is minimised, is reduced to the k-center problem. Nevertheless, the optimal locations

may not be the locations of sensor nodes. Consider the following example. There are

5 sensor nodes deployed uniformly on the circumference of a circle with a radius of

R, where R is the maximum communication range of all the sensor nodes. We want to

deploy a base station such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor

nodes to the base station is minimised. If we restrict the candidate locations of the base

station to the locations of sensor nodes, the maximum shortest hop distance is 2 in an

optimal deployment of the base station. Clearly, if we place the base station at the center

of the circle, the maximum shortest hop distance is only 1. Therefore, we cannot reduce
this problem to the classical k-center problem.

We make the following major contributions in this paper.

1. We propose the first 2-approximation algorithm for the problem of deploying k base
station such that the shortest hop distance of all the sensor nodes to their designated

base stations is minimised, and prove that no (2 − ǫ)-approximation algorithm for

this problem exists unless P = NP holds.

2. We present the first polynomial-time algorithm for deploying one base station in a

cluster of sensor nodes such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the

sensor nodes to the base station is minimised.

3. We present a modified version of our previous heuristic for balancing clusters of

sensors [14]. We have simulated our 2-approximation algorithm and the cluster

balancing heuristic on 171 instances of different distributions. Our simulation re-

sults show that our cluster balancing heuristic performs significantly better that our

2-approximation algorithm.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents definitions and the network

model. Section 3 proposes a polynomial-time algorithm for optimally deploying one

base station in a cluster of sensor nodes. Section 4 proposes a 2-approximation algo-

rithm. Section 5 describes a heuristic for balancing clusters of sensors. Section 6 dis-



cusses related work. Section 7 presents our simulation results, and Section 8 concludes

this paper.

2 Definitions and Network Model

A WSN consists of a set of n identical sensor nodes, each of which is located in a 2D
plane. The location of each sensor node is known. All the sensor nodes have the same

transmit power. Therefore, they have the same maximum communication distance R.

We assume that there are no communication barriers between any two adjacent sensor

nodes. Therefore, a sensor node vi can directly communicate with a sensor node vj if the
Euclidean distance between vi and vj is not greater than R. There are k base stations to

be deployed in a targetWSN. As a result, all the sensor nodes need to be partitioned into

k clusters with one base station in each cluster. A sensor node in each cluster sends its

data to its designated base station only. If the Euclidean distance between a sensor node

and its base station is greater than R, the data of the sensor node must be transmitted

via other sensor nodes to the base station.

Definition 1. The connectivity graph of a WSN is an undirected graph G =< V,E >,

where V = {vi : i = 1..n and vi is a sensor node}, andE = {(vi, vj) : if the Euclidean
distance between vi and vj is not greater than R}.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the connectivity graphG of the target WSN

is connected. A connectivity graph is a unit disk graph [17].

Definition 2. Given two sensor nodes vi and vj , the shortest hop distance from vi to vj
is the length of the shortest path from vi to vj in the connectivity graph.

Let P be a set of n distinct points called sites, in a 2D plane. The Voronoi diagram

[15] of P is the subdivision of the plane into n cells, one for each site. A point q lies

in the cell of a site pi ∈ P iff the Euclidean distance between q and pi is less than the

Euclidean distance between q and pj (pj ∈ P and i 6= j). The edges of the Voronoi

diagram are all the points in the plane that are equidistant to the two nearest sites.

Definition 3. A sensor node vi is a neighbour of a sensor node vj if the Voronoi cells
of vi and vj share a Voronoi edge.

Definition 4. Let V be a set of n sensor nodes in a 2D plane and Ci(i = 1, 2, · · · , k)
be k disjoint clusters of V . A cluster Ci is a neighbour of a cluster Cj if there are two

sensor nodes vs ∈ Ci and vt ∈ Cj such that vs is a neighbour of vt.

Definition 5. Given a cluster Ci of sensor nodes and a sensor node vj 6∈ Ci, the Eu-

clidean distance from vj to Ci, denoted d(vj , Ci), is min{d(vk, vj) : vk ∈ Ci and

d(vk, vj) is the Euclidean distance between vk and vj}.

Definition 6. Given a WSN and a point p on a 2D plane, the unit sensor density of p
is the number of sensor nodes that are one hop away from p. The maximum unit sensor

density of the WSN is the largest unit sensor density of all the points on the 2D plane.

Throughout this paper, we assume that the maximum unit sensor density is a constant.

In WSNs, the maximum communication distance is typically short in order to reduce

the energy consumption of data transmissions. Hence this assumption is reasonable.



3 Single Base Station Deployment Problem

Deploying a single base station in a set of sensor nodes is a building block of our

heuristic for optimally deploying k base stations. This problem is described as follows.

Given a set of sensor nodes and a base station, find the optimal location of the base

station such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes to the

base station is minimised.

The key idea of our algorithm for this problem is to find the candidate locations of

the base station such that one candidate location must be the optimal location of the

base station. To find all possible candidate locations, we consider each pair of sensor

nodes vi and vj . If the Euclidean distance between vi and vj is greater than 2R, where

R is the maximum communication distance of all the sensor nodes, we will ignore

this pair. Otherwise, we find the candidate circles of vi and vj . A candidate circle of

vi and vj is a circle that satisfies the following two constraints: 1) The radius of the

circle is R. 2) vi and vj are on its circumference. The center of a candidate circle is a

candidate location of the base station. Notice that for each pair of sensor nodes at most

two candidate circles exist. If the Euclidean distance of a pair of sensor nodes is equal to

2R, only one candidate circle of this pair exists. After finding all the candidate locations,

our algorithm will search for the best candidate location of the base station. The best

candidate location is the one that minimises the maximum shortest hop distance from

all the sensor nodes to the base station placed at this candidate location. The algorithm

is shown as follows.

Algorithm SingleBS(V )
Input : A set V = {v1, v2, · · · , vm} of m sensor nodes in a 2D plane and a base station.

Output : The optimal location of the base station such that the maximum shortest hop distance

from all the sensor nodes to the base station at the optimal location is minimised.

begin

C = ∅;
for each pair of sensor nodes (vi, vj)(vi, vj ∈ V ) do

if the Euclidean distance between vi and vj ≤ 2R then

Find the candidate circles C1 and C2 of vi and vj ;
Let c1 and c2 be the centers of C1 and C2;

C = C ∪ {c1} ∪ {c2};
for each candidate location ci ∈ C do

Place the base station at ci;
Construct the connectivity graph G(V ∪ {ci}) of all the sensor nodes and the base station;

Compute the maximum shortest hop distance MSHD(ci) of all the sensor nodes in V
to the base station located at ci;

Let cj be the candidate location with the smallest maximum shortest hop distance;

return (cj ,MSHD(cj));
end

Theorem 1. The algorithm SingleBS(V ) is guaranteed to find the optimal location of

the base station.

Proof. Assume that the optimal location is copt. Let S = {v1, v2, · · · , vr} be the set of
sensor nodes that are one hop away from the base station at the optimal location copt.



Draw a circle Copt with the radiusR and the center copt. According to the definition of
the maximum communication distance R, all the sensor nodes in S must be either in

Copt or on the circumference of Copt. Next, we show that there is a candidate location

ck generated by our algorithm such that the set of sensor nodes that are one hop away

from ck is equal to S. Consider the following three possible cases.

1. There are two sensor nodes vi, vj ∈ S such that vi and vj are on the circumference

of Copt. In this case, copt is one of our candidate locations.
2. Only one sensor node vi ∈ S is on the circumference of Copt. Turn the circle Copt

clockwise around vi until another sensor vj ∈ S is on the circumference of Copt.

Now all the sensor nodes in S are still in Copt, and this case reduces to Case 1.

3. No sensor node is on the circumference of Copt. Arbitrarily select a sensor node

vt, and move Copt along the straight line coptvt until one sensor node in S is on

the circumference of Copt. Now all the sensors in S are still in Copt or on the

circumference of Copt. Hence, this case reduces to Case 2.

Based on the above discussions, we can conclude that such a candidate location ck
exists. For each sensor node vi, any path from vi to ck or copt must include a sensor

node in S. Therefore, the shortest hop distance from vi to ck is equal to that from vi to
copt. As a result, ck is also an optimal location of the base station.

Theorem 2. Given a cluster of m sensor nodes, the time complexity of the algorithm

SingleBS(V ) is O(m2).

Proof. For a cluster with m sensor nodes there are m(m− 1)/2 pairs of sensor nodes.
Therefore, it takesO(m2) time to find all the candidate locations. At most two candidate

locations exist for each pair of sensor nodes. Under our assumption on the maximum

unit sensor density, for each sensor node vi the number of neighbouring sensor nodes

which are two hops away from vi is at most p2, where p, the maximum unit sensor

density, is a constant. Therefore, the total number of candidate locations is O(m). The
connectivity graph G(V ∪ {ci}) of all the sensor nodes and the base station at the

candidate location ci can be constructed as follows. Firstly, construct the connectivity

graph G(V ) of all the sensor nodes, which takes O(m2) time. Secondly, add a new

node for the base station at the candidate location ci and the new edges between the

base station and all the sensor nodes that can directly communicate with the base station

to G(V ). After constructing the connectivity graph G(V ∪ {ci}), we can use breadth-

first search to compute the total shortest hop distance of all the sensor nodes to the

base station in O(e) time, where e is the number of edges in G(V ∪ {ci}). Given the

maximum unit sensor density p, e ≤ pm holds. Since p is a constant, it takes O(m)
time to compute the total shortest hop distance. As a result, the time complexity of our

algorithm is O(m2).

4 A 2-Approximation Algorithm

In this section, we will propose a 2-approximation algorithm for the problem of deploy-

ing k base stations such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor

nodes to their designated base stations is minimised. Furthermore, we will prove that a



2-approximation algorithm is the best unless P = NP holds.

Let V be the set of all the sensor nodes in a WSN and C the set of all the candidate

locations defined in Section 3. The connectivity graph of all the sensor nodes and all

the candidate locations is a undirected graph G = (V ∪ C,E), where E = {(vi, vj):
vi, vj ∈ V ∪ C and the Euclidean distance between vi and vj is at most R}. In a con-

nectivity graph G, the shortest hop distance between two sensor nodes vi and vj is the
number of edges of the shortest path between vi to vj that does not include any can-

didate location. The shortest hop distance between a sensor nodes vi and a candidate

location vj is the number of edges of the shortest path between vi to vj that does not

include any candidate location except vj . The shortest hop distance between two can-

didate locations vi and vj is the number of edges of the shortest path between vi to vj
that does not include any candidate location except vi and vj .

An undirected graph is a complete graph if there is an edge between every pair of

distinct nodes. A subgraph of an undirected graph is a clique if it is a complete subgraph.

Definition 7. Given a natural number w and a connectivity graph G, G(w) = (V ∪
C,E(w),W (w)) , where E(w) = {(vi, vj): the shortest hop distance between vi and
vj inG is at most w}, andW (w) = {wij : (vi, vj) ∈ E(w) and wij is the shortest hop

distance between vi and vj in G}.

Definition 8. Given an undirected graphG, a dominating set ofG is a subset V ′ of the

nodes ofG such that for every node vj inG there exists an edge (vi, vj), where vi ∈ V ′.

A dominating set with the smallest size is a minimum dominating set.

Definition 9. Given an undirected graph G, an independent set of G is a subset V ′ of

the nodes of G such that for any two nodes vi, vj ∈ V ′, the edge (vi, vj) does not exist
in G. An independent set V ′ is a maximal independent set if for any node vi 6∈ V ′,

V ′ ∪ {vi} is not an independent set.

Note that the maximal independent set is different from the maximum independent set

[18].

Lemma 1. Given a natural number w and a node vi in G(w), let S be a set of the

adjacent nodes of vi in G(w). The subgraph formed by S ∪ {vi} of G(2w) is a clique.

Proof. For any two adjacent nodes vs and vt of vi in G(w), we have SHD(vs, vt) ≤
SHD(vi, vs)+SHD(vi, vt), where SHD(vi, vj) is the shortest hop distance between
vi and vj . By the definition of G(w), both SHD(vi, vs) ≤ w and SHD(vi, vt) ≤ w
hold. Therefore, SHD(vs, vt) ≤ 2w holds. Hence, the edge (vs, vt) is inG(2w) by the
definition of G(2w). In addition, the edges (vi, vs) and (vi, vt) are also in G(2w). As a
result, the subgraph formed by S ∪ {vi} of G(2w) is a clique.

It is easy to see that the optimal k base station deployment problem is equivalent to the

problem of finding the smallest w such that there is a dominating set of k candidate lo-

cations in G(w). Unfortunately, the minimum dominating set problem is NP-complete

even for unit disk graphs [17]. We resort to finding a maximal independent set of k
candidate locations in G(w) for the smallest value of w, which can be done in binary

search. The pseudo code of our 2-approximation algorithm is shown as follows.



Algorithm 2-approximation(V ,k)
Input : A set V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} of sensor nodes and k base stations.

Output : k disjoint clusters of all the sensor nodes, k locations of base stations such that

the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes to their designated base stations is

at most twice the optimum of the maximum shortest hop distance, and the maximum shortest hop

distance from all the sensor nodes in the k clusters to their designated base stations.

begin

Find the set C = {c1, c2, · · · , cm} of all candidate locations of k base stations.

low = 1; high = n; S = {};
until high=low+1 do

mid = (⌊high+ low⌋)/2; A = {}; T = {}; s = 0;
construct G(mid);
while there is a candidate location inG(mid) do

s = s+ 1;
Select a candidate location ci ∈ G(mid) with the maximum degree;

/* ci is the location of the base station for cluster T (ci) */
A = A ∪ {ci}; T (ci) = {};
for every edge (ci, vj) G(mid) do

if vj ∈ V then

T (ci) = T (ci) ∪ {vj};
remove vj and all the edges incident to it from G(mid);

remove ci from G(mid);
T = T ∪ {T (ci)};

if s ≤ k then

S = T ; high = mid; MSHD = mid;
else

low = mid;
return A, S andMSHD;

end

Theorem 3. The algorithm 2-approximation(V , k) constructs a set of k candidate lo-

cations for k base stations such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the

sensor nodes to their designated base stations is at most twice that found by an optimal

algorithm.

Proof. Assume that the maximum shortest hop distance computed by an optimal al-

gorithm is w∗. We prove that the maximum shortest hop distance MSHD computed

by our algorithm is at most 2w∗. Consider the case when our algorithm is executed on

G(2w∗). Let Sopt be the set of k candidate locations computed by an optimal algo-

rithm. By Lemma 5.1, for every candidate location ci ∈ Sopt, the subgraph formed by

{ci} ∪ A of G(2w∗) is a clique, where A is a set of the adjacent nodes of ci in G(w).
All these k cliques cover all the nodes in G(2w∗). Therefore, the size of any maximal

independent set of G(2w∗) is at most |Sopt|. In other words, G(2w∗) is the worst case
when our algorithm finds a set of k candidate locations with a maximum shortest hop

distance of 2w∗.

Theorem 4. The time complexity of the algorithm 2-approximation is O(n2 logn),
where n is the number of sensor nodes.



Proof. There are n(n − 1)/2 distinct pairs of sensor nodes. Therefore, it takes O(n2)
time to find all the candidate locations. Clearly, the time complexity of one iteration of

the while loop is dominated by constructingG(mid). The number of nodes ofG(mid)
is n + |C|. As we explained before, the total number of candidate locations is O(n).
constructing G(mid) takes O(n2) time. The number of iterations of the while loop is

logn. Hence, the while loop takes O(n2 logn) time. As a result, the time complexity

of our algorithm is O(n2 logn).

Theorem 5. It is an NP-complete problem to find a (2 − ǫ)-approximation algorithm

for the k base station deployment problem.

Proof. We use a reduction from the minimum dominating set problem to the k base sta-

tion deployment problem. Consider a unit disk graphG′ = (V ′, E′). The corresponding
k base station problem is as follows. There are a set V = V ′ = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} of

n sensor nodes and a set C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} of n candidate locations. The set E of

edges of the connectivity graphG = (C ∪ V,E) is constructed as follows.

1. For every edge (vi, vj) ∈ E′, both (vi, vj) ∈ E and (ci, vj) ∈ E hold.

2. For every vi ∈ V (ci, vi) ∈ E holds.

The weighted graphG(1) is constructed as follows.

1. All the nodes of G(1) are the same as in G
2. All the edges of G(1) are the same as in G.

3. Every edge weight is 1.

The weighted graphG(2) is constructed as follows.

1. G(2) is a complete graph.

2. For every edge (vi, vj) in G(2), if it is in G, it’s edge weight is 1. Otherwise, its
edge weight is 2.

In the above k base station deployment problem, the smallest maximum shortest hop

distance from all the sensor nodes to their designated base stations in an optimal solu-

tion is either 1 or 2. Clearly, there is a set of k candidate locations leading to a max-

imum shortest hop distance of 1 iff there is a minimum dominating set with size k
in G′. Suppose that there exists an (2 − ǫ)-approximation algorithm. By applying the

(2− ǫ)-approximation algorithm to this k-base station deployment problem, we can get

the optimal solution. As a result, we can solve the minimum dominating set problem in

polynomial time, which contradicts the fact that the minimum dominating set problem

in unit disk graphs is NP-complete [17].

5 A Heuristic for Balancing Clusters

The k clusters constructed by our 2 approximation algorithm may not be balanced.

In this section, we presents a modified version of our previous heuristic for balancing

clusters of sensor proposed in [14]. Our modified heuristic starts with the k clusters con-

structed by our 2-approximation algorithm, and repeatedly moves a sensor node from



a cluster with a larger maximum shortest hop distance to a neighbouring cluster with a

smaller maximum shortest hop distance until clusters become balanced. In each itera-

tion, a modifiable cluster Ci with the smallest maximum shortest hop distance among

all the clusters in C is selected. A cluster Ci is modifiable if there exist a neighbour-

ing cluster Cj with MSHD(Cj) > MSHD(Ci) and a sensor node vk ∈ Cj such that

MSHD(Cj − {vk}) ≤ MSHD(Cj) and MSHD(Ci ∪ {vk}) ≤ MSHD(Cj) hold, where

MSHD(Cs) is the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes to the

base station at the optimal location of the cluster C(s). In other words, moving vk from

Cj toCi may reduce the maximum shortest hop distance of both clusters. If such a mod-

ifiable cluster does not exist, all the clusters are balanced and the algorithm terminates.

If such a modifiable cluster Ci exists, the algorithm will select the neighbouring cluster

Cj with the largest maximum shortest hop distance among all the neighbouring clusters

of Ci and find the setQ of sensor nodes in Cj which are the neighbouring sensor nodes

of Ci. Then it keeps moving a sensor node in Q with the smallest Euclidean distance

to Ci from Cj to Ci until no sensor node in Q can be moved from Cj to Ci. A sensor

node vk ∈ Q is moved from Cj to Ci only if vk satisfies the following constraints:

1. MSHD(Ci ∪ {vk})≤MSHD(Cj).

2. MSHD(Cj − {vk})≤MSHD(Cj).

The first constraint ensures that after vk is moved fromCj to Ci, the maximum shortest
hop distance of Ci does not exceed the maximum hop distance of Cj . The second
constraint guarantees that after moving vk from Cj to Ci, the maximum shortest hop
distance of Cj will not increase. The reason why we need the second constraint is that
if a sensor node vs ∈ Q is on the shortest paths of other sensor nodes in Cj to the base
station, moving vs from Cj to Ci may increase the maximum shortest hop distance of
Cj . The modified heuristic is shown in pseudo code as follows.

Algorithm Balancing(C, L)
Input : A set C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ck} of k disjoint clusters and a set L = {c1, c2, · · · , ck}
of the optimal locations of k base stations, where ci(i = 1, 2, · · · , k) is the optimal location of

the base station of the cluster Ci.

Output : A set of k disjoint clusters with smaller maximum total shortest hop distance and the

optimal location of the base station of each cluster.

begin

/* A is the set of non-modifiable clusters at this moment. */

/* B is the set of modifiable clusters at this moment. */

A = {}; B = C; // C = A ∪B holds all the time.

for each cluster Ci ∈ C do

modifiable(Ci) = true;
while B 6= ∅ do

Select a cluster Ci with the minimum MSHD(Ci) and modifiable(Ci) = true from B;

S = {Cs : Cs ∈ Cand Cs is a neighbouring cluster of Ci}.
Find Cj ∈ S with the maximum MSHD(Cj);

Q = {vs : vs ∈ Cj and vs is a neighbouring sensor node of Ci};
NodeMoved(Ci) = 0;
whileQ 6= ∅ do

Select a sensor node vs ∈ Q with the smallest Euclidean distance to Ci;



if MSHD(Cj − {vs})≤MSHD(Cj) && MSHD(Ci ∪ {vs}) ≤MSHD(Cj) then

Ci = Ci ∪ {vs}; Cj = Cj − {vs};
Find the new optimal locations of the base stations of Ci and Cj ;

Recalculate MSHD(Ci) and MSHD(Cj);

NodeMoved(Ci) = 1; Q = Q− {vs};
if NodeMoved(Ci)> 0 then

for each neighbouring cluster Cj of Ci do

ifmodifiable(Cj) == false then
modifiable(Cj) = true; A = A− {Cj}; B = B ∪ {Cj};

else

modifiable(Ci) = false; A = A ∪ {Ci}; B = B − {Ci};
end

6 Related Work

The problem of deploying multiple base stations in a large scale sensor network has

been studied in a number of papers. Various objective functions have been used. [8]

proposes a heuristic for deploying multiple mobile base stations to maximise the life-

time of the sensor network. The total lifetime of the network is divided into equal period

of time known as rounds and all mobile base stations change their locations at the begin-

ning of every round. An ILP (Integer Linear Programming) formulation is proposed to

find the locations of base stations such that the maximum energy spent by each node in a

round is minimised. [2] proposes a heuristic for maximising the life time of a WSN. The

heuristic consists of a LP (Linear Programming) formulation for positioning multiple

base stations in a sensor network and an ILP formulation for routing traffic flow from

all of the sensors to these multiple sink nodes. Since the ILP problem is NP-complete,

ILP-based approaches are not applicable to large scale WSNs.

[4] studies the problem of placing a base station in a WSN such that the smallest

lifetime of any sensor nodes is maximised. It proposes an approximation algorithm that

can guarantee (1− ǫ)-optimal network lifetime performance for base station placement

problem with any desired error bound ǫ > 0. The proposed (1− ǫ)-optimal approxima-

tion algorithm is based on several novel techniques. The first technique is to discretize

cost parameter with performance guarantee. Subsequently, the continuous search space

can be broken up into a finite number of subareas. The second technique is to exploit

the cost property of each subarea and represent it by a novel notion called fictitious cost

point, each with guaranteed cost bounds.

[13] proposes three energy efficient low-complexity algorithms to determine the lo-

cations of the base stations on the boundary of a WSN. They are a top-Kmax algorithm,

an algorithm for maximising the minimum residual energy, and an algorithm for min-

imising the residual energy difference. The paper shows that the proposed base stations

placement algorithms provide increased network lifetimes and amount of data delivered

during the network lifetime compared to single base station scenario as well as multiple

static base stations scenario.

[12] proposes an algorithm and a heuristic for placing k base stations in an optimal

way such that the average Euclidean distance between the sensor nodes and their base

stations is minimised. The algorithm assumes that each base station knows the locations



of all the sensor nodes, and the heuristic assumes that each base station only knows the

locations of its neighbouring sensor nodes and other base stations. However, average

Euclidean distance is not a good optimisation objective function. There are two key

reasons. Firstly, a sensor node with a shorter Euclidean distance to its base station may

have a longer hop distance to its base station. Secondly, it is possible that no sensor

node can communicate with the base station at the location that minimises the average

Euclidean distance of all the sensor nodes to the base station. Consider a WSN with a

ring topology, i.e., all the sensor nodes are located on a ring. If the radius of the ring

is greater than the maximum communication distance of the sensor nodes, no sensor

nodes can communicate with the base station at the center of the ring.

[11] studies the problem of placing k base stations in an optimal way such that the

total latency of all the sensor nodes to their gateways is minimised. The authors pro-

posed two heuristics for the problem using genetic algorithms. However, their genetic

algorithm has no worst-case performance guarantee.

[14] proposes a heuristic for deploying multiple base stations such that the max-

imum energy consumption of any cluster is minimised. The heuristic uses a greedy

approach to create k initial clusters, and then repeatedly moves a sensor node from

a bigger cluster to a smaller cluster until all clusters become balanced. However, the

approximation ratio of the heuristic is unknown.

7 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our 2-approximation algorithm and our heuris-

tic, we used QualNet Network Simulator [19] to generate 171 different network in-

stances with three different distributions, namely, grid, uniform and random distribu-

tions. We used three different numbers of base stations, i.e., 2, 4 and 6. For each of the

uniform and random distributions, we varied the number of sensor nodes from 100 to

600 with an increment of 25 nodes, and generated 21 network instances with the 3 dif-

ferent numbers of base stations, leading to a total of 63 network instances. Altogether,

we generated 63 + 63 = 126 network instances for the uniform and random distribu-

tions. For the network instances in the grid distribution, the numbers of sensor nodes

are the square of integers ranging from 10 to 24, i.e., we generated a total of 15∗3 = 45
instances for the grid distribution.

The hardware platform we used for our simulations is Intel Core 2 Duo processor

with a clock frequency of 3 GHz and 4 GB RAM. The maximum communication range

of all the sensor nodes is 50 meters. We implemented our 2-approximation algorithm

and heuristic in C++, and executed them to compute the maximum shortest hop distance

for each of the 171 network instances.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 for the uniform, random and

grid distributions, respectively. In each figure, the horizontal axis represents the num-

ber of sensor nodes, and the vertical axis denotes the maximum shortest hop distance.

Figures (a), (b) and (c) of each figure show the simulations results for 2 base stations, 4
base stations, and 6 base stations, respectively.

We also calculated the relative improvement of our heuristic over our 2-approximation

algorithm based on our simulation results. For all the 171 network instances, the aver-
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Fig. 1: Simulation results for the network instances in uniform distribution

age improvement, the smallest improvement, and the maximum improvement of our

heuristic over our 2-approximation algorithm are 35%, 20%, and 50%, respectively.

Since our 2-approximation algorithm is guaranteed to compute a maximum shortest

hop distance that is at most twice the optimal value, our simulation results imply that

the performance of our heuristic is close to that of an optimal algorithm.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a best possible 2-approximation algorithm for deploying k
base stations such that the maximum shortest hop distance from all the sensor nodes to

their designated base stations is minimised. The time complexity of our approximation

algorithm is O(n2 logn), where n is the number of sensor nodes of the WSN. In the

spacial case where k is equal to 1, we propose an optimal algorithm for this problem.

We also show that the performance of our 2-approximation algorithm can be signifi-

cantly improved by a modified version of our previous heuristic for balancing clusters

of sensors.
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